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NoStopEvolution is focused on developing
innovation and creative leadership
inside local and international companies. 
As Creative Agents of Transformation & Change
we support clients in the implementation
of a concrete change which will have an impact

on their business results. 

Our mission is:
nurturing
creative change,
leading evolution.



Growing throughNSE



DISCOVER
YOUR
BRAIN

Our approach towards innovation and creativity

is mainly based on the

Catch Leadership 
Model™

a methodology integrating
the Creative Problem Solving approach with other tools
and creative thinking development theories.

This approach is very concrete: by deliberately applying
creative thinking to business challenges,
you can generate innovative solutions to put into action, 
thus reaching tangible and unexpected results.

This new Leadership model is able to
proactively drive creative transformation and change
to business challenges. 

It is about a paradigm shift from a DOing approach
towards a BEing approach.

cAtcH lEADErSHiP:
our corE



By implementing
Catch Leadership
leaders become more aware
and more responsible
for building a climate

which will have an impact  
on people, processes and products.
Innovation then becomes sustainable, offering operational flexibility
which shapes a new and effective partnership with  clients. 



Innovation is a way of both thinking and of being. 
it’s our approach to the world. 
Everything is evolving, everything is “evolution”.
 

> To develop new and powerful visionary thoughts   
      able to go beyond one’s limit. 

> To generate a sustainable pipeline
      for ideas, products and services

> To create global teams
      able to generate real evolution

> To instill creative climate
      able to stimulate intercultural synergy

> To shape the next generation leaders
    

NoStopEvolution

SuStAiNABlE
iNNoVAtioN



jUmP!

We need leaders who have a clear vision, who are able to explore new boundaries. 

This is why we support, through impact coaching paths,
the leaders in implementing the desired changes, experimenting
new behaviours that can be at the same time both effective and sustainable.

All our coaches are certified by the International Coach Federation.

NoStopEvolution When everything changes,

we need tangible behaviours and actions from

 

courageous
and daring leaders

iMPAct coAcHiNg
for lEADiNg

EVolutioN



NSE coNSultiNg Srl

e-mail: info@nostopevolution.com
phone: +39 06 927 271 60
www.nostopevolution.com




